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In this paper, we study the asymptotic behavior of the solutions to the bound-
ary value problems for hydrodynamic and drift diffusion models for semiconduc-
tors. Under the insulating boundary condition and equal mass condition on elec-
tron and doping profile, we prove that the solutions to these two systems converge
to the unique stationary solution time asymptotically.  2001 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
There are two kinds of important mathematical models, that is,
hydrodynamic model and drift-diffusion model for semiconductor devices,
which were introduced to remedy the high cost in dealing with the basic
kinetic transport equations in real applications. These fluid dynamic equa-
tions are derived for macroscopic quantities, such as particle density,
current density or energy density, and give a good compromise between the
physical accuracy and the reduction of computational cost. For more infor-
mation on the semiconductor device modelling and the mathematical
analysis involved, we refer to Markowich et al. [13], Blotekjaer [4],
Degond and Markowich [6], Ben Abdallah and Degond [2], Ben
Abdallah et al. [3], Poupaud [15, 16], etc.
Recently, the investigation on the relationship between these two models
has attracted a lot of attention. There have been two main kinds of efforts.
Namely, one is to discuss the relaxation limit problems and the other is to
compare the large-time behavior of these two models. The main topic of
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the present paper is on the comparison of the large-time behavior of solu-
tions to these two models in the unipolar case.
The hydrodynamic model in the case of one carrer type, i.e., unipolar
case, can be written in one space dimension as
\t+(\u)x=0,
{(\u)t+(\u2+ p(\))x=\,x&\u{ , (0.1),xx=\&D(x),
where \, u, , denote the electron density, velocity, and electrostatic poten-
tial respectively. The pressure function p= p(\) has the property that
\2p$(\) is strictly increasing function from [0, ) onto [0, ). A usual
hypothesis is
p(\)=
\#
#
, #>1.
Here {>0 is the momentum relaxation time, the doping profile D=D(x)
is assumed to be bounded. For convenience, we assume {=1 in the follow-
ing discussion.
Let E=,x ; the drift-diffusion model corresponding to the unipolar case is
\~ t+[\~ E & p(\~ )x]x=0,
{E x=\~ &D(x), (0.2)m~ =\~ E & p(\~ )x ,
for which the stationary solution satisfies
[\ E & p(\ )x]x=0,
{E x=\ &D(x), (0.3)m =\ E & p(\ )x .
Luo et al. [10] investigated the Cauchy problems to (0.1) and (0.2). Under
certain conditions on the doping function D(x) and the pressure function
p(\), they first proved that there exists a unique smooth solution
(\ (x), E (x)) to the problem (0.3) with the requirement that \ &D(x) #
H1 (R) and E (&)=E&. Then, if the oscillation of D(x), OSC
x # R
D(x) is
sufficiently small and the initial \~ 0 (x) for (0.2) is a small perturbation of
\ (x), then there exists a unique global smooth solution to (0.2) which tends
to the solution of (0.3) exponentially fast as t  . Moreover, if E&=0
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and the oscillation of D(x), OSC
x # [0, 1]
D(x) is sufficiently small, the initial data
\0 (x) for (0.1) is a small perturbation of \ (x) and the initial m0 (x) is a
small perturbation of zero, then the Cauchy problem to (0.1) has unique
smooth solution which tends to the solution of (0.3) exponentically fast as
t  .
We consider the following initial-boundary value problem in this paper.
Namely
{
(0.1),
(0.4)
\(x, 0)=\0 (x)>0, u(x, 0)=u0 (x), 0x1,
(\u)(1, t)=0=(\u)(0, t), t>0,
E(0, t)=0, t>0,
and
{
(0.2),
(0.5)
\~ (x, 0)=\~ 0 (x)>0, 0x1,
( p(\~ )x&\~ E )(0, t)=0=( p(\~ )x&\~ E )(1, t),
E (0, t)=0, t>0,
and
(0.3),
{( p(\ )x&\ E )(0)=0, (0.6)E(0)=0, E(1)=0.
Let us assume that D(x) is Lip-continuous for simplicity, otherwise, we
may assume that D(x) is well approximated by a smooth function and
treat it in a similar way as in [7] for the Cauchy problem. Let p(\) be
C3-smooth for \>0 such that
p$(\)>0, p$$$(\)<0, for \>0. (0.7)
Suppose
|
1
0
(\0 (x)&D(x)) dx=|
1
0
(\~ 0 (x)&D(x)) dx=0, (0.8)
then we prove that both the solutions to (0.4) and (0.5) tend to the unique
solution of (0.6) exponentially fast as t  , if the OSC
x # [0, 1]
D(x) and the
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perturbation of \0 (x) and \ 0 (x) around \ (x) is small in the corrresponding
norms. Namely, the H2-norm of the function .( } , 0)=x0 (\~ 0 ( y)&\ ( y)) dy,
the H3-norm of the function ( } , 0)=x0 (\0 ( y)&\ ( y)) dy, the H
2-norm of
\0 (x) u0 (x) and the OSC
x # [0, 1]
D(x) are small.
Another kind of effort to understand the relation between the hydro-
dynamic model and the drift-diffusion models is to discuss the relaxation
limit question as {  0. For the unipolar case, Zhang [18] and Marcati
and Natalini [11] solved the global existence of weak solutions of the
initial-boundary value problem and the Cauchy problem respectively with
1<# 53 , where # is the adiabatic gas constant in the pressure-density rela-
tion. Marcati and Natalini [12] further studied the zero relaxation limit of
the hydrodynamic model towards the drift-diffusion model for the Cauchy
problem. While Hsiao and Zhang [8] discussed the relaxation limit for the
initial-boundary value problem and verified that the weak solution satisfies
the boundary condition in the sense of trace. For the other value of #,
Zhang [19, 20] studied the global existence of weak solutions and the
relaxation limit respectively for the Cauchy problem with #>2. Qiu and
Zhang [17] discussed the same problem to the initial-boundary value
problem for #> 53 .
As far as the bipolar case is concerned, the result on the global existence
and zero relaxation limit of weak entropy solution to the Cauchy problem
was obtained by Natalini [11] for 1<# 53 , while the corresponding result
for the initial-boundary value problem was established by Hsiao and
Zhang [8].
The present paper is arranged as follows. The existence and uniqueness
of solution to (0.6) is discussed in Section 1. The Sections 2 and 3 are
devoted to the problems (0.5) and (0.4), respectively. The crucial steps are
the a priori estimates on the difference between the solutions of (0.5) and
(0.6), and the solutions of (0.4) and (0.6) respectively. A careful energy
method is applied to obtain these a priori estimates. We will discuss the
typical form of the pressure function, i.e., p(\)=\## for simplicity. In this
case, the condition (0.7) is satisfied when 1<#2. For general form of
p(\) satisfying (0.7), the discussion is similar.
1. STATIONARY SOLUTION
We study the following problem for stationary solutions
{[\E& p(\)x]x=0,Ex=\&D(x), 0x1, (1.1)
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with boundary condition
{(\E& p(\)x)(0)=0,E(0)=0=E(1). (1.2)
We assume that D(x) is positive with the upper and lower bound in [0, 1]
denoted by D and D

>0 respectively, i.e.,
0<D

D(x)D , x # [0, 1].
In the following discussion of this section, we only need to assume #>1.
From (1.1) and (1.2), we know that
|
1
0
(\(x)&D(x)) dx=0. (1.3)
We first give the following lemma about the a priori estimates on the
solution.
Lemma 1.1. Let (\, E) be the solution of (1.1) and (1.2). Then
D

\(x)D , x # [0, 1], (1.4)
|\$(x)|a(D &D

), with a={D
2&# if #2,
D 2&# if 1<#<2,
(1.5)
|\"(x)[|2&#| b+a](D &D

), with b={D
3&2# if # 32 ,
D 3&2# if 1<#< 32 ,
(1.6)
|E(x)|, |Ex(x)|D &D

. (1.7)
Proof. Let’s prove (1.4) first. It follows from (1.2) that
\x(0)=\x(1)=0. (1.8)
The system (1.1) can be written by using (1.2) as
\\
#&1
#&1+xx=\&D(x), (1.9)
or
\#&2\xx+(#&2) \#&3\2x&(\&D(x))=0. (1.10)
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We first show that (1.4) holds on the boundary x=0 and x=1. Without
loss of generality, let’s consider the boundary x=0 only. If \(0)>D , then
\xx(0)>0 due to (1.8). Thus, \xx(x)>0 and \(x)>D for x>0, which con-
tradicts to (1.8). This contradiction implies that \(0)D .
Furthermore, if there is a point x* # (0, 1) where \(x*)>D , then
\x(x*)=0 and \xx(x*)0. But this contradicts to (1.10). Therefore,
\(x)D . Similarly, it can be shown that \(x)D

, and (1.4) holds.
Inequality (1.5) follows directly from (1.4), (1.8) and (1.9). (1.6) can be
obtained by (1.4), (1.5) and (1.10), and then (1.7) follows directly from
(1.1), (1.2), and (1.4). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. K
By Lemma 1.2 the existence of solution (\, E) to (1.1) (1.2) can be
obtained by a routine fixed-point argument. We omit the details for
brevity. The uniqueness of solution to (1.10) is guaranteed by the known
theory in the second-order nonlinear ordinary differential equations. There-
fore, we have the following main theorem in this section.
Theorem 1.2. Under the above assumptions on p(\) and D(x), there
exists a unique solution (\, E) to the problem (1.1) and (1.2).
2. DRIFT-DIFFUSION MODEL
In this section, we consider the initial boundary value problem for the
drift-diffusion model,
\~ t+[\~ E & p(\~ )x]x=0,
{E x=\~ &D(x), (2.1)m~ =\~ E & p(\~ )x ,
with
\~ (x, 0)=\~ 0 (x)>0, x # [0, 1],
{[\~ E & p(\~ )x] (0, t)=[\~ E & p(\~ )x](1, t)=0, t0, (2.2)E (0, t)=0.
Here \~ 0 (x) is chosen so that
|
1
0
(\~ 0 (x)&D(x)) dx=0. (2.3)
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It follows from (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) that
|
1
0
(\~ (x, t)&D(x)) dx=0, i.e. E (1, t)=0. (2.4)
Let (\~ , E ) be a solution to (2.1), (2.2), and (\ , E ) be the unique solution
obtained in the last section. Set v=E &E , q=\~ &\ . We will prove the
following theorem in this section.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose (D &D

) is sufficiently small and v( } , 0) # H2.
Then, there exists a positive number =0 such that if &v(x, 0)&H 2=0 , then the
problem (2.1), (2.2) has a unique global smooth solution (\~ , E ) satisfying
&E ( } , t)&E ( } )&H 2C exp(&:~ t) &E ( } , 0)&E ( } )&H 2 , (2.5)
and
&\~ ( } , t)&\ ( } )&H 1C exp(&:~ t), (2.6)
for some positive constants C and :~ .
To prove Theorem 2.1, the crucial step is to establish the following a
priori estimate.
Lemma 2.2. There exist some positive constants $0>0 and ;>0 such
that, for any T>0, if
sup
0tT
&v( } , t)&H 2$0 , (2.7)
and
|D &D

|$0 , (2.8)
then
&v( } , t)&2H2exp(&;t) &v( } , 0)&
2
H2 , for any t # (0, T]. (2.9)
Proof. It is known from (1.2), (2.2), and (2.4) that
v(1, t)=0=v(0, t), (2.10)
and
vxx (1, t)=0=vxx (0, t). (2.11)
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Conditions (1.1) and (2.1) give
vxt+[(vx+\ ) v+vxE ]x&[ p(vx+\ )& p(\ )]xx=0. (2.12)
Integrating (2.12) with respect to x over [0, 1], we get, due to (2.10), that
vt+\v
2
2 +x+\ v+vx E &[ p(vx+\ )& p(\ )]x=0. (2.13)
Multiplying (2.13) by v and integrating it again yield
d
dt |
v2
2
dx+| v } \v
2
2 +x dx+| \ v2 dx
+| vvxE dx&| v[ p(vx+\ )& p(\ )]x dx=0.
By using the smallness of |vx | and |E | guaranteed by (2.7) and (2.8), and
the boundedness of \ in (1.4), we can show, with the help of Cauchy
inequality and integration by parts, that
d
dt | v
2 dx+a | (v2+v2x) dx0, (2.14)
for some positive constant a depending only on D

and D , provided $0 is
chosen so small such that
D
2
vx+\ 2D . (2.15)
Here and from now on, we use  for 10 when there is not any ambiguity.
Multiplying (2.12) by vx and integrating it over [0, 1], we have
d
dt |
v2x
2
dx+| vx[(vx+\ ) v+vxE ]x dx&| vx[ p(vx+\ )& p(\ )]xx dx=0.
Using integration by parts in the last term with the help of (2.15) and using
the smallness of |v|, |E | , |E x | and |\ x | guaranteed by (2.7) and (2.8), we
get the inequality
d
dt | (v
2+v2x) dx+a~ | (v2+v2x+v2xx) dx0. (2.16)
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Differentiating (2.12) with respect to x and multiplying it by vxx , we get
d
dt |
v2xx
2
dx+| vxx[(vx+\ ) v+vxE ]xx dx
&| vxx[ p(vx+\ )& p(\ )]xxx dx=0. (2.17)
We first estimate the second integral in the above equality. Using the
integration by parts and (2.11), it becomes & vxxx[(vx+\ ) v+vx E ]x dx.
For this, we only need to discuss the term & vxxx (\ v)x dx because the
other parts are bounded by 0($0)  (v2x+v
2
xx+v
2
xxx) dx in view of (2.7) and
(2.8).
&| vxxx (\ v)x dx=&| (vxx (\ v)x)x dx+| vxx (\ v)xx dx
=| vxx (\ v)xx dx
=| \ v2xx dx+0($0) | (v2+v2x+v2xx) dx.
Now we turn to the third integral in (2.17),
&| vxx[ p(vx+\ )& p(\ )]xxx dx=&| (vxx[ p(vx+\ )& p(\ )]xx)x dx
+| vxxx[ p(vx+\ )& p(\ )]xx dx.
The first term on the right hand side of the above equality is zero due to
(2.11). We only need to estimate the second integral as
| vxxx[ p(vx+\ )& p(\ )]xx dx
=| vxxx [[ p$(vx+\ )& p$(\ )] vxx+ p$(\ ) vxx
+( p$(vx+\ )& p$(\ )) \ x ]x dx.
Let’s discuss each term in the above equality. First,  vxxx[ p$(\ ) vxx]x dx
contributes the term  p$(\ ) v2xxx dx and O($0)  (v
2
xx+v
2
xxx) dx, by the
smallness of |\ x | given by (1.5) and (2.8). Now we turn to the term
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| vxxx[( p$(vx+\ )&p$(\ )) \ x]x dx
=| vxxx [ p"(vx+\ ) vxx \ x
+( p"(vx+\ )&p"(\ )) \ 2x+( p$(vx+\ )&p$(\ )) \ xx ] dx.
It is straightforward to figure out that this integral only contributes
0($0) | (v2x+v2xx+v2xxx) dx,
by using the smallness of |\ x | and |\ xx |. Let’s now estimate
 vxxx[( p$(vx+\ )& p$(\ ) vxx]x dx
| vxxx[( p$(vx+\ )& p$(\ )) vxx]x dx
=| v2xxx( p$(vx+\ )& p$(\ )) dx+| vxxx vxx \ x[ p"(vx+\ )& p"(\ )] dx
+| vxxx v2xxp"(vx+\ ) dx.
The first integral on the right hand side of the above equality is bounded
by 0($0)  v2xxx dx, due to (2.7). The second integral contributes
0($0)  (v2xx+v
2
xxx) dx, in view of (2.7) and (2.8). We now estimate the
third one,
| vxxxv2xx p"(vx+\ ) dx=| \v
3
xx
3 +x } p"(vx+\ ) dx
= &|
v3xx
3
} p$$$(vx+\ )(vxx+\ x) dx
= &|
p$$$(vx+\ )
3
v4xx dx&|
v3xx
3
p$$$(vx+\ ) \ x dx.
(2.18)
The first term in the last equality is non-negative if 1<#2, and we only
need to deal with the second term. Due to the smallness of |\ x |,
| v3xx 3 p$$$\ x dx|0($0)  (v
2
xx+v
4
xx) dx The term 0($0)  v
4
xx dx can be
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absorbed by the first term in the right-hand side of (2.18). Combining all
of the above estimates together, we have
d
dt | (v
2+v2x+v
2
xx) dx+a | (v2+v2x+v2xx+v2xxx) dx0 (2.19)
for some constant a. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. K
Proof of Theorem 2.1. If the initial perturbation &v(x, 0)&H 2 and the
OSCx # [0, 1]D(x) are small enough, then the global existence of (v, q)
follows from the standard local existence result and Lemma 2.2. Moreover,
the estimate in Lemma 2.2 holds for all t0.
3. HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL
Finally in this section, we will investigate the following initial boundary
value problem for the hydrodynamic model,
\t+mx=0,
{mt+\m2\ + p(\)+x=\E&m, (3.1)Ex=\&D(x),
with
(\, m)(x, 0)=(\0 (x), m0 (x)), 0x1, \0 (x)>0,
{m(0, t)=m(1, t)=0, t0, (3.2)E(0, t)=0, t0.
Here the initial data \0 (x) is chosen so that
|
1
0
(\0 (x)&D(x)) dx=0.
It follows from (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) that
|
1
0
(\(x, t)&D(x)) dx=0, i.e.,
(3.4)E(1, t)=0, for all t0.
Let (\, E) be a solution to (3.1), (3.2), and set .=\&\ , =E&E , where
(\ , E ) is the unique solution to (1.1) and (1.2). We will prove the following
theorem in this section.
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose (D &D

) is sufficiently small and assume
( } , 0) # H3, m0 # H2. Then there exists a positive number =1 such that if
&( } , 0)&H 3+&m0 ( } )&H2=1 ,
then the problem (3.1) (3.2) has a unique smooth solution (\, E) satisfying
&\( } , t)&\ ( } )&H 2+&E( } , t)&E ( } )&H3+&m( } , t)&H 2C exp(&:t),
for some positive constants C and :.
To prove the Theorem 3.1, we first establish the following a priori
estimates.
Lemma 3.2. There exist some positive constants $1>0 and ;1>0 such
that for any T>0, if
sup
0tT
(&( } , t)&H3+&t ( } , t)&H 2)$1 , (3.5)
and
D &D

$1 , (3.6)
then,
&(( } , t)&2H 3+&t ( } , t)&
2
H 2C(&( } , 0)&
2
H 3+&t ( } , 0)&
2
H 2 ) exp(&;t),(3.7)
for any t # [0, T].
Proof. From (1.2), (3.2), and (3.4), we have
(1, t)=0=(0, t), (3.8)
and
xx (1, t)=0=xx (0, t). (3.9)
By using (3.1) and (1.1) we have the following equation for ,
tt&[ p(x+\ )& p(\ )]x+t+\ &\ 
2
t
t+\ +x+x (+E )=0. (3.10)
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Multiplying (3.10) by  and integrating it over [0, 1], we have, with the
help of (3.8) and integration by parts, that
d
dt | \t+
2
2 + dx+| [ p(x+\ )&p(\ )] x dx&| 2t dx+| 2\ dx
+|
2t x
x+\
dx+| xE dx+| x 2 dx=0. (3.11)
Multiplying (3.11) by t and integrating it over [0, 1], we get
d
dt | \
2t
2
+
1
2
\ 2+ dx+| [ p(x+\ )&p(\ )] tx dx+| 2t dx
+|
2t
x+\
} tx dx+| tx (+E ) dx=0. (3.12)
Let g(x, t)=x0 [ p(\ +%)& p(\ )] d%. We assume that $1 is chosen so
small that
D
2
x+\ 2D . (3.13)
Then, it holds from (3.12) and (3.13) that
e12xge2
2
x , for some constants 0<e1<e2 . (3.14)
On the other hand, since
gt=[ p(x+\ )& p(\ )] xt ,
we have
| [ p(x+\ )& p(\ )] xt dx=
d
dt | g(x, t) dx. (3.15)
It is easy to see
|
2t
x+\
tx dx=
d
dt |
2t
x+\
x dx&| _2tttx+\ &
2t xt
(x+\ )2& x dx.
Thus (3.12) becomes
d
dt | \
1
2
2t +
1
2
\ 2+g+
2t x
x+\ + dx+| 2t dx
+| _2
2
t xtx
(x+\ )2
&
2t ttx
x+\
+tx (+E )& dx=0. (3.16)
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Combining (3.11) with (3.16), we have
d
dt | \t+\
1
2
+\ + 2+2t +2g+2
2
t x
x+\ + dx+| 2t dx+| \ 2 dx
+| {_ p(x+\ )&p(\ )] x+ 
2
t x
x+\
&4
tttx
x+\ = dx
+| _4 
2
t xtx
(x+\ )2
+xE +x2+2t x (+E )& dx=0.
Due to (3.5) and (3.13), the last integral is bounded by
0($1) | (2+2x+2t ) dx. (3.17)
By using (3.10), the second and third term in the second last integral also
contribute 0($1)  (2t +
2
x) dx, in view of (3.5) and (3.13), while the first
term yields e~  2x dx for a positive constant e~ . Thus, we get
d
dt | _t+\
1
2
+\ + 2+2t +2g+2
2
t x
x+\ & dx+a | (2+2t +2x) dx0,
(3.18)
for a positive constant a, provided $1 is small enough. It is easy to see by
using (3.14) and (3.5) that
c2 | (2+2x+2t ) dx| \t+\12+\ + 2+2t +2g+
22t x
x+\ + dx
c1 | (2+2x+2t ) dx, (3.19)
for some positive constants c1 and c2 . This combined with (3.18) implies
that
|
1
0
(2+2x+
2
t )(x, t) dxC exp(&c^t) |
1
0
(2+2x+
2
t )(x, 0) dx, (3.20)
for some positive constant c^ and C.
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We now turn to estimate the higher order derivatives. Differentiating
(3.10) with respect to x, we have
ttx&[ p(x+\ )& p(\ )]xx+tx+(\ )x
&\ 
2
t
x+\ +xx+xx (+E )+x (x+E x)=0. (3.21)
Multiplying (3.21) by x and integrating it over [0, 1], we get, with the
help of (3.8) and (3.9), that
d
dt | \xxt+
2x
2 + dx+| \ 2x dx&| 2txdx+| xx[ p(x+\ )&p(\ )]x dx
+| xx\ 
2
t
x+\ +x dx+| [x\ x+xxx(+E )
+2x(x+E x)] dx=0. (3.22)
The last integral of the above equality is bounded by 0($1)  (2+
2x+
2
xx) dx, due to (3.5) and (3.6). Let’s look at the other integrals in that
equality.
| xx[ p(x+\ )&p(\ )]x dx
=| p$(x+\ ) 2xxdx+| [ p$(x+\ )&p$(\ )] xx\ x dx
=| p$(x+\ ) 2xxdx+0($1) | (2x+2xx) dx, (3.23)
and
| xx } \ 
2
t
x+\ +x dx=| xx } _
2txt
x+\
&
2t (xx+\ x)
(x+\ )2 & dx
0($1) | (2t +2xx+2xt) dx, (3.24)
where we use (3.5) and (3.6). Thus, (3.22)(3.24) imply
d
dt | \xxt+
2x
2 + dx+a | \2x+2xx + dx&| 2tx dx
0($1) | (2+2t +2xt) dx. (3.25)
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Multiplying (3.21) by xt and integrating it over [0, 1], we get with the
help of (3.8) and (3.9), that
d
dt |
2xt
2
dx+| 2tx dx+| xxt[ p(x+\ )&p(\ )]x dx+| xxt \ 
2
t
x+\ +x dx
+| _\ x } tx+tx\xx(+E )+x (x+E x)+\ 
2
x
2 +& dx=0.
(3.26)
The last integral above gives, due to (3.5) and (3.6), that
0($1)| (2+2x+2xt+2xx) dx. (3.27)
We estimate the other integrals as
xxt [ p(x+\ )&p(\ )]x=\ p$(x+\ ) 
2
xx
2 + t&
p"(x+\ )
2
} xt2xx
+[xt ( p$(x+\ )&p$(\ )) \ x]x
&xt [( p$(x+\ )&p$(\ )) \ x ]x .
Thus,
| xxt [ p(x+\ )&p(\ )]x dx
=
d
dt | \
p$(x+\ ) 2xx
2 + dx&|
p"(x+\ )
2
xt2xx dx
&| xt[( p$(x+\ )&p$(\ )) \ x]x dx
In view of (3.5) and (3.6), it can be shown that
| xxt [ p(x+\ )& p(\ )]x dx
=
d
dt |
p$(x+\ ) 2xx
2
dx+0($1) | (2xx+2xt) dx. (3.28)
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It is easy to show that
txx\ 
2
t
x+\ +x=
t (2xt)x
x+\
&
2t (
2
xx)t
2(x+\ )2
&
2t txx\ x
(x+\ )2
=_\ tx+\ + 2xt&x &\
t
x+\ +x 2xt &\
2t 
2
xx
2(x+\ )2+ t
+\ 
2
t
2(x+\ )2+ t 2xx&\
2t \ x tx
(x+\ )2+x+tx \
2t \ x
(x+\ )2+x .
This implies, due to (3.5) and (3.6), with the help of (3.10), that
| txx \ 
2
t
x+\ +x dx
=&
d
dt |
2t } 
2
xx
2(x+\ )2
dx+0($1) | (2x+2xx+2xt) dx. (3.29)
Relations (3.26)(3.39) yield
d
dt | _
\ 2x
2
+
2xt
2
+
p$(x+\ ) 2xx
2
&
1
2
2t } 
2
xx
(x+\ )2& dx+| 2tx dx
0($1) | (2+2x+2xx+2xt) dx. (3.30)
Relations (3.30) and (3.25) imply
d
dt | _xxt+\
1
2
+\ + 2x+2xt+ p$(x+\ ) 2xx & 
2
t } 
2
xx
(x+\ )2& dx
+
a
2 | (
2
x+
2
xx) dx+
1
2 | 
2
tx dx0($1) | (2+2t ) dx, (3.31)
if $1 is small enough. This combined with (3.18) yields, with the help of
(3.5) and (3.13), that
|
1
0
(2+2x+
2
t +
2
xx+
2
xt) dx
c~ exp(&c*t) |
1
0
(2+2x+
2
t +
2
xx+
2
xt)(x, 0) dx. (3.32)
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We now turn to the estimates of the third derivatives. Differentiating (3.21)
with respect to x and multiplying it by xx and txx , respectively, we get
after integration that
|
d
dt | \xxtxx+
2xx
2 + dx+| \ 2xx dx+| p$(x+\ ) 2xxx dx&| 2xxt dx
+| xxx [ p"(x+\ )[2xx+2xx \ x]
+[ p"(x+\ )& p"(\ )] \ 2x+[ p$(x+\ )& p$(\ )] \ xx ] dx
+| xx[2x \ x+\ xx] dx
+| [xxxxx (+E )+22xx (x+E x)] dx
&| (2xx+xxxx)(x+E x) dx+| xxx \ 
2
t
x+\ +xx dx=0,
and
d
dt | \
2txx
2
+
\ 2xx
2
&E x (2xx+xxxx)+ dx+| 2txx dx
&| txx [ p(x+\ )&p(\ )]xxx dx&| txx _ 
2
t
x+\ &xxx dx
+| (txx (2x \ x+\ xx)+txxxxx (+E )+2xxtxx (x+E x)
+xtxx xx&(xt xx)x E x) dx=0.
Notice that in obtaining (3.33) and (3.34), the fourth derivatives of 
occur; however we only assume ( } , t) # H 3 and t ( } , t) # H 2. By standard
regulization argument we may assume ( } , t) # H4 and t ( } , t) # H 3. The
same result holds for ( } , t) # H3 and t ( } , t) # H 2. Using (3.5) and (3.6),
it is ready to show from (3.33) that
d
dt | \xx txx+
2xx
2 + dx+| \ 2xx dx+| p$(x+\ ) 2xxx dx&| 2xxt dx
0($1) | (2+2x+2xx+2xxx+2txx) dx. (3.35)
Let us look at (3.34) now. Similar argument can be used to show that the
last integral only contributes 0($1)  (2+2x+
2
xx+
2
xxx+
2
txx) dx, by
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using (3.5) (3.6), (3.8), and (3.9). We deal with the other integrals in (3.34)
as follows.
&| txx [ p(x+\ )&p(\ )]xxx dx
=
d
dt | _ p$(x+\ )
2xxx
2
+xxx[ p$(x+\ )& p$(\ )] \ xx& dx
&| p"(x+\ ) xt 2xxx dx
&| xxx [ p$$$( x+\ )(xx+\ x)(2xx+2xx \ x)
+2p"(x+\ ) xx xxx2xxx \ x+2xx \ xx ] dx
=
d
dt | _
p$(x+\ )2xxx
2
+xxx[ p$( x+\ )& p$(\ )]\ xx& dx
+0($1) | (2xt+2xx+2xxx) dx.
&| txx\ 
2
t
x+\ +xxx dx
=| txxx \ 
2
t
x+\ +xx dx=| txxx _\
(2t )x
x+\ +x &\
2t (xx+\ x)
(x+\ )2 +x& dx.
By (3.5), (3.6) and (3.9), we have
| txxx \ (
2
t )x
x+\ +x dx=&| txx \
(2t )x
x+\ +xx dx
=0($1) | (2tx+2xxx+2txx) dx, (3.38)
and
&| txxx \
2
t (xx+\ x)
(x+\ )2 +x dx=&| txxx \
2t xx
(x+\ )2+x dx
&| txxx \ 
2
t \ x
(x+\ )2+x dx. (3.39)
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The first term on the right hand side of the above equality gives
&
d
dt |
1
2 \
2t } 
2
xxx
x+\ + dx+0($1) | (2xx+2xxx+2txx) dx, (3.40)
due to (3.5), (3.6), and (3.9). Similarly, the second term gives
&
d
dt | \
2t xxx \ xx
(x+\ )2 + dx+0($1) | (2t +2xt+2xxx+2xxt) dx. (3.41)
From (3.34), (3.36)(3.41), it follows
d
dt | _
2txx
2
+
\ 2xx
2
+
p$(x+\ ) 2xxx
2
&E x(2xx+xxxx)
+[ p$(x+\ )& p$(\ )] \ xx xxx&
2t 
2
xxx
2(x+\ )
&
2t xxx \ xx
(x+\ )2 &dx
+| 2txx dx
0($1) | (2+2t +2x+2xx+2xxx+2txx) dx. (3.42)
This combined with (3.35) yields
d
dt | _xx txx+2xx \\ +
1
2++2txx+ p$(x+\ ) 2xxx &2E x (2xx+xxxx)
+2[ p$(x+\ )& p$(\ )] \ xx xxx&
2t } 
2
xxx
x+\
&
22t xxx \ xx
(x+\ )2 & dx
+a | (2xx+2xxx+2xxt) dx0($1) | (2+2x+2t +2xt) dx.
Since
b2 | [2x+2t +2xx+2xxx] dx| I dxb1 | [2x+2t +2xx+2xxx] dx,
(3.44)
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for some positive constants b1 and b2 , where
I=xx txx+2xx \\ +12++2txx+ p$(x+\ ) 2xxx&2E x(2xx+xxxx)
+2[ p$(x+\ )& p$(\ )] \ xx xxx&
2t } 
2
xxx
x+\
&
22t xxx \ xx
(x+\ )2
.
Thus, (3.43) (3.44), and (3.32) imply (3.7). Lemma 3.2 is proved. K
Theorem 3.1 follows from the standard argument by using the local
existence theorem and the a priori estimates given in Lemma 3.2.
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